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Legal Implications of
Remote Work Arrangements

▼FLSA

▼State Tax and Choice of Law Issues

▼ADA and Reasonable Accommodations

▼Employment and Pregnancy
Discrimination

▼FMLA

▼HIPAA and Data Privacy and Security



FLSA Implications
▼ FLSA requires employers to compensate

employees for all hours worked, including work
not requested but hours an employee is
"suffered or permitted" to work
▼ Includes work hours not requested, but that

employer knows or has reason to know that
work is being performed

▼ Employers generally bear responsibility to
ensure that employees do not perform any
work the employer does not want to be
performed

▼ FLSA collective actions, prevailing plaintiff
fees, and liquidated damages



FLSA Implications

▼Recordkeeping
▼ FLSA requires employers to keep

records for non-exempt employees,
including records of hours worked
each workday and workweek

▼ Documentation is extremely
important, useful, and required

▼ If you are not taking steps to track
hours, you can be sure that the
employee is…
▼ DOL app for tracking hours



FLSA Implications

▼Particular Concerns for Remote Workers

▼ Employee reporting and monitoring of
work hours

▼ Employer recordkeeping

▼ Working off-the-clock

▼ Overtime and pre-approval of
overtime

▼ Setting work schedule



FLSA Implications
Reporting and Monitoring of Hours

▼ Require non-exempt remote workers to
contemporaneously record the hours they work

▼ Consider alternative “clock-in/clock-out” approaches
▼ Computer clock-in/clock-out system
▼ Limit work to remote access/VPN

▼ Encourage all non-exempt employees, especially
remote workers, to review their pay stubs to ensure
that they are paid for all hours worked
▼ FLSA Safe Harbor Policy

▼ Have supervisor review time records on a regular
basis to ensure accuracy of records and compare
actual hours worked against scheduled and approved
hours



FLSA Implications

Remote Work Agreements

▼ Clearly set forth time-tracking method and employee
obligations

▼ Explain that off-the-clock work is prohibited
▼ Explain that failure to properly track time, including

falsification of time records, is subject to discipline and
termination

▼ Clearly state work schedule and overtime approval
procedures

▼ Clearly state expectations and limitations regarding work
e-mail and use of company cell phone and equipment

▼ Employee’s contact and supervisor
▼ Deliverables and expectations
▼ Not a contract for employment (employment remains “at

will”)



FMLA Implications

▼ Employee working remotely would
generally not be considered on FMLA leave

▼However, remote work arrangements may
be used as part of an intermittent leave
arrangement

▼Be clear about scheduling and expectations

▼Reminder: FMLA is not just for medical
appointments and treatment – also includes
leave to care for serious health condition of
family member



ADA Concerns

▼ Equal Opportunity

▼ The ADA generally does not require an
employer to offer remote work arrangements
to employees

▼ Employers that permit remote work
arrangements for some employees must
provide employees with disabilities an equal
opportunity to participate

▼ Reasonable Accommodation



ADA Reasonable Accommodations

▼ ADA requires employers to provide reasonable
accommodations that allow a disabled employee to
perform the essential functions of the job and is not
an undue hardship

▼ Even if an employer does not offer remote work
arrangements to employees, it may be required to
consider whether remote work arrangements may
be a reasonable accommodation for an employee
with a disability

▼ According to the EEOC, employers may be
required to modify workplace policies (e.g.,
example, by waiving a one-year eligibility
requirement for remote work arrangements) for a
new employee with a disability seeking to work at
home, where the job can be performed at home



ADA Reasonable Accommodations

▼ Interactive Process - An employer should determine whether
working from home is a reasonable accommodation by engaging
in an interactive process with the employee

▼ If certain job duties must be performed in the workplace,
consider whether working part-time at home and part-time in
the workplace is feasible

▼ No requirement to re-assign essential job duties to permit an
employee to work at home, but consider reassigning minor
job duties or marginal functions

▼ An employer may make accommodations that enable an
employee to work full-time in the workplace rather than granting a
request to work at home

▼ Reasonable accommodation requirements apply even when the
remote work arrangement is not disability-related



ADA Reasonable Accommodations
▼ Questions and Considerations for remote work arrangements as a

reasonable accommodation:
▼ What are essential functions of the job – must the duties be performed

in the workplace?
▼ Can the job be performed from the employee's home?
▼ Do limitations of the employee’s disability make it difficult to do the

job in the workplace?
▼ What is company policy and practice on remote work arrangements?
▼ Are there other accommodations that would effectively accommodate

the employee’s limitations?
▼ What hardship, if any, would be imposed if the remote work

arrangement is allowed?
▼ What is the employer's ability to supervise the employee adequately?
▼ Are there any duties that require the use of certain equipment or tools

that cannot be replicated at home?
▼ Is there a need for face-to-face interaction and coordination of work

with other employees?
▼ Is in-person interaction with outside colleagues, clients, or customers

necessary?
▼ Does the position require the employee to have immediate access to

documents or other information located only in the workplace?



Employment Discrimination
▼ Title VII Employment Discrimination Claims

▼ Decisions regarding remote work arrangements
should be made on a consistent basis

▼ Similar treatment for similarly situated employees
▼ Pregnancy Discrimination:

▼ Employer should consider allowing pregnant
employees to work remotely at home if it allows
others to work at home

▼ Note that the FMLA does not provide for intermittent
FMLA leave with respect to pregnancy

▼ Define classes of employees or positions that are
eligible for remote work arrangements (for example,
only full-time employees or employees that have
completed a certain length of employment)
▼ Keep in mind that ADA may require exception to the

policy



Remote Workers in Different States

▼Resides? Works? Both?

▼ States take different approaches

▼ Laws of jurisdiction where
employee regularly performs job
duties will most likely apply

▼State income tax

▼State and local employment laws

▼Choice of Law provisions in
contracts



Other Legal Considerations
▼ Independent Contractor vs. Employee

▼ Inc. or LLC?

▼ Workers’ Compensation and OSHA

▼ Data Privacy & Security (including HIPAA
Privacy and Security if the employee has access
to PHI)

▼ Intellectual Property & Trade Secrets



Best Practices for Remote Work Policies
▼ Define eligibility for remote work arrangements

▼ Provide specific procedure for requesting approval

▼ Direct employees to the employer's reasonable accommodation
procedures for disability-related requests

▼ Detail employee responsibilities and expectations, including:

▼ How hours are recorded

▼ Accessibility during work hours

▼ Frequency of communications with the employee's manager

▼ Safeguarding company equipment and confidential information

▼ Conditions for using, maintaining, and returning any employer-
provided equipment, including employee responsibility for
damage

▼ Privacy and security concerns, including any requirement to
follow secure remote access procedures (e.g., VPN)

▼ Work expenses for which the employee is responsible



Best Practices for Remote Work Policies

▼ Explain any employer responsibilities, such as:

▼ whether technical support is provided to the
employee

▼ equipment the employer provides and repairs

▼ Remind employees that they are expected to
comply with all employer policies

▼ Explain that employees will be required to enter
into a Remote Work Agreement specific to their
circumstances, including a designation of their
job duties, work area, work hours, etc.



Action Steps
▼ Review and implement Remote Work Policy

▼ Review Remote Work Agreements

▼ Should be in writing

▼ Schedule regular review (at least monthly)

▼ Implement FLSA Safe Harbor Policy

▼ Review job descriptions and essential functions

▼ Review Data Privacy & Security and HIPAA
Privacy & Security Policies

▼ Train Managers, Supervisors, and HR



Train Managers, Supervisors, and HR

▼ Managers and Supervisors need to be aware of
remote employees’ workload

▼ Who’s doing what for whom (exempt or non-
exempt employees)?

▼ How , when, and where are they doing it?

▼ Employee health-related issues should be sent to
HR (or appropriate person)

▼ Managers and supervisors should know how to
spot them
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